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ABSTRACT
The use of a tracer aerosol with a bulk density close to that of air is a convenient way to
study the dispersal of pollutants in ambient room air flow. Conventional point
measurement techniques do not permit the rapid and accurate determination of the
concentration fields produced by the injection of such a tracer into a volume of air. An
instantaneous two dimensional distribution would aid in the characterization of flow and
diffusion processes in the volume studied, and permit verification of theoretical models.
A method is developed to measure such two dimensional concentration fields using a laser
light sheet to illuminate the plane of interest, which is captured and processed using
current microcomputer-based video image acquisition and analysis technology. Point
concentrations, determined optically using extinction of monochromatic illumination
projected through the aerosol onto a photo detector, are used to calibrate the captured
video images to determine actual concentration values. Accuracy, reproducibility, and
maximum rate of data acquisition are evaluated by means of theoretical models of
ambient air flow in a sealed box with point-injection of the tracer, and in a duct of
circular cross section with constant air velocity under both constant and pulsed injection
scenarios.
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1 OVERVIEW
1.1 OBJECTIVE
The dispersal of airborne contaminants within enclosed environments such as
vehicles, buildings, laboratories, etc. has become the focus of increasing attention
in the building technology community. Improved knowledge of the subject has
potential application to the improvement of building air quality and HVAC
ventilation effectiveness.
Ideally, the quality of air within enclosed environments should be evaluated in
terms of distribution of contaminant concentration, both instantaneous and over
time, within the environment. Air quality requirements may be thus tailored to
include contaminant concentration and distribution rather than the relatively
crude criteria in use today, such as rate of air exchange, allowing more precise
and efficient allocation of energy and material resources to meet those
requirements. In addition, improvements in developing and measuring minimum
contaminant environments, such as clean rooms, become possible if more
comprehensive measurements of contaminant concentration distribution can be
produced and evaluated.
Current technologies for measuring airborne contaminant dispersal in rooms,
based on point sampling methods, have several inherent disadvantages, including
the invasive nature of the procedures used, poor spatial and temporal resolution of
measured results, and complexity and expense of their use.
The objective of the work presented in this thesis is to examine the use of low
power laser light sheet illumination and video image processing to address the
above issues. Similar techniques have recently been used successfully for various
flow visualization studies [6, 14]. This approach indicates the use of aerosols as
surrogate tracers for molecular and very small particulate contaminant species,
since the threshold for detection of scattered light is within the range accessible by
common video and laser illumination systems. Aerosol systems clearly
approximate the behavior of the gaseous medium in which the particles are
suspended, although to what extent remains a relevant subject for detailed
investigation.
In the study of airborne contaminant dispersal, relevant areas of knowledge
include aerosol science, small particle statistics, fluid dynamics, and optics. The
detailed characteristics of air, and the aerosol systems of contaminants and
tracers introduced to approximate the behavior of contaminants for measurement
and study, are major areas of concern. The detection and quantitative
measurement of a tracer aerosol proves to be nontrivial and optical techniques
provide useful methods in both microscopic and macroscopic domains. The
relation of measured to desired parameters, and evaluation of the efficacy of a
particular approach in terms of repeatability of measurements and accuracy
vis a vis theoretically predicted solutions, is the final step in producing potentially
useful results for further study and potential application to real-world systems.
1.2 SCOPE
The scope of the project includes the selection of tracer aerosol, development of
generation and injection apparatus and techniques; implementation of laser light
sheet and video image acquisition and analysis techniques; selection/development
of a reference measure of tracer aerosol concentration; development of calibration
procedure to relate the acquired lab data to the standard concentration values
based on theory; and evaluation of accuracy and repeatability of the method.
Tests are performed in a compartment under well-mixed, no-flow conditions to
establish reference concentration. Continuous and pulsed injection tests are
performed in a duct of circular cross section under steady flow conditions to
evaluate the method by comparing experimental results with predictions based on
convection/diffusion theory.
1.3 MEASUREMENT METHOD
The main purpose of using tracer materials to measure flows is the convenience
with which they may be detected relative to the actual contaminant species. A
number of different tracer visualization techniques exist [12], but the most
straightforward approach to the study of building air flows is optical scattering.
Scattering is highly dependent on particle size, with the highest scattering
efficiency at particle sizes between 1 and 10 microns [17]. Illumination of a tracer
aerosol sample may be likewise accomplished by various means, a laser source
being chosen for the present work (see 4.3). The method is designed to provide a
path to full-scale field measurements in that the equipment used is largely
standard, operates on the commonly available 120 volts, and requires no special
laboratory infrastructure (e.g. liquid coolant or special ventilation).
APPARATUS
An apparatus is developed to investigate contaminant dispersal fields of a tracer
aerosol in two dimensions. A dynamic laser light sheet produced using an
oscillating mirror is used in conjunction with a CCD video camera, microcomputer
image acquisition hardware (a frame grabber board), and image processing
software. A relation is developed to link the acquired video data to quantitative
measures of tracer concentration by studying uniformly distributed dispersal fields
in an enclosed volume under stagnant flow conditions. See 4, EQUIPMENT.
TEST PROCEDURE
The procedure for obtaining data relevant to the objective of correlating
concentration to video pixel value involves the following:
e Generation and injection of tracer and establishment of the flow regime to be
measured
e Illumination of the sample field
* Acquisition of video data
e Digitization of the image
* Image processing
* Analysis of results
Each of these will be discussed in detail in subsequent sections on equipment and
the actual tests performed. This procedure was applied to each of the three test
scenarios.
1.4 RESULTS
The use of tracer aerosols to simulate molecular and very small particulate
contaminants is evaluated relative to the behavior of the studied tracer as well as
inherent properties of aerosol systems. Frame capture rate and spatial resolution
are far superior to current point sampling techniques, and the resolution of
illumination values within the boundaries imposed by clipping is artificially
limited in this work only by image acquisition hardware and software selected for
the work. Absolute concentration values are measured optically and related to
captured video data for a sealed compartment, and relative values are obtained for
pulsed injection duct tests. The limits under which absolute and relative relations
can be established between concentration field and corresponding video frame data
are articulated.
The inherent time-dependence of any aerosol size distribution function, and issues
of Schmidt number (a measure of the relative importance of particle diffusivity to
eddy diffusivity) similitude lead to limitations in the efficacy of the surrogate
tracer approach. In particular, a unique relation of number concentration to
scattered illuminance (video pixel value) is not possible due to the time
dependence of the aerosol system, and violation of Schmidt similitude criterion
limits the conditions under which tracer aerosols are useful in simulating the
behavior of molecular and very small particle contaminants.
In addition, accurate reference concentration measurements of the tracer aerosol
pose theoretical and practical difficulties; and the generation, transport control,
and disposal of the tracer aerosol pose significant challenges vis a vis hardware
required to support these functions.
The practical limitations of the apparatus are evaluated. The dynamic range of
sensitivity bounded by clipping in the captured images due to over-illumination
saturation and under-illumination signal-to-noise ratio covers a relatively small
portion of the concentration range indicated by extinction measurements taken
simultaneously with the video data acquisition and by visual inspection. This may
be improved by the use of more advanced CCD technology currently available, and
technology not yet available will continue this trend. The quantity of illumination
available for scattering and video acquisition is limited by power requirements of
the laser, leading to an available viewing field on the order of less than a meter.
This limitation is inherent in laser systems, but alternate forms of illumination
schemes have the potential to overcome this.
2 INTRODUCTION
2.1 DEFICIENCIES OF PRESENT METHODS
Well developed technologies for measuring point concentration (e.g. gas
chromatographers with infrared detectors, particle counting samplers) are often
used to determine contaminant concentration in situations where the spatial and
temporal variation of concentration are not significant factors. These devices
sample a very small volume compared to scales of interest in building technology,
and register the presence of particles over periods of time long compared to the
time scale of some typical building flow variations. The need to measure
distributed concentration fields instantaneously compared to scale parameters
relevant to room air distribution studies represents a new use for which these
devices were not intended and are not well suited. Some of their limitations are
discussed below.
Invasiveness - Point sampling methods require the installation of collection
devices at each point within a room where a measurement is desired. This is
normally achieved by using either local grab-sampling pumps or syringes or a
network of tubing routed to a central pump and valve control unit. The physical
presence of these sampling devices may alter the airflow distribution and thereby
alter the contaminant dispersal patterns being measured within a room. These
devices and the associated instrumentation may also compromise movement of
personnel and furnishing of the rooms being studied and, thereby, limit the study
of dispersal within the space.
Poor Spatial and Temporal Resolution - To accurately characterize the dispersal of
contaminant within a room using a point-sampling approach, multiple samplers
must be deployed and simultaneously sampled. This presents significant data
acquisition difficulties. Typically twelve or fewer sampling devices have been used
and, due to instrumental limitations, sampled at approximately one-minute
intervals. Thus, point sampling techniques provide only a crude approximation of
spatial distribution and are practically limited to the study of stationary dispersal
fields.
Complexity and Expense - The complexity of instrumentation increases with the
number of samplers, because each sampler typically requires a separate input
channel. The relatively large number of point measurements required for an
adequate description of a two dimensional dispersal field, and the associated data
acquisition hardware and computer provisions, is prohibitive. In addition, the
invasiveness problem is exacerbated as the quantity of samplers is increased.
Need for Field Measurement - It is useful to be able to quickly measure
concentration distributions in the field. Point measurement techniques are seldom
used in the field due to their inherent complexity, lack of resolution, and cost.
2.2 STRATEGY
LEGEND
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of project strategy
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the present work, where the arrows indicate
functional dependencies of the elements of the project. In the first phase of work,
each of the elements was identified, and implementation of the critical path
elements and dependencies was established through assembly and testing of lab
apparatus under the most controlled conditions, a sealed volume with no flow.
Candidate tracer substances were evaluated and an aerosol material and
generation scheme were selected. Parameters affecting the selection of laser light
sheet generation components were evaluated, including laser power, mode,
wavelength, and control, and components were selected; galvanometer frequency,
input signal generation, and amplification; desired sheet geometry and constraints
affecting the ability to implement these.
Following phases further advanced the state of the work by testing two scenarios
of progressively higher complexity, namely a straight circular duct with constant
air velocity under continuous, and then pulsed, injection of tracer aerosol. Results
from these tests were compared to predictions from convection-diffusion theory.
------- --
2.3 BASIC AEROSOL SCIENCE
Many parameters have been developed to characterize aerosols, in the general
categories of physical, transport, optical, and time-dependent properties. Those
relevant to the present work include the single parameter particle size, the size
distribution function, shape, state, and refractive index of transparent translucent
material. Characterization of inherently time-dependent properties of aerosol
systems is described by several parameters.
CLASSIFICATION
Aerosols may be divided into categories based on their process of creation,
condensation versus dispersion, and again by the state of the particles, solid
versus liquid. Condensation aerosols are formed from supersaturated vapors or
non-volatile reaction products, while dispersion aerosols are formed by grinding or
atomization [11]. The terminology used to describe aerosols is not standardized;
several names are available for various kinds of aerosol systems, generally
indicating particle size range or state, concentration, and/or macroscopic scale of
the system. Table I below is based on terminology proposed by Fuchs [11].
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES Table I Typical classification of aerosols
Particle size - The absolute size
of the suspended particles
determines to a large extent
the transport and optical
properties of an aerosol system.
Polydisperse aerosols have a
wide range of particle sizes,
while monodisperse aerosols
are more amenable to single
size characterization. If at
least 90% of the particles fall
within a range of lpm, the system is typically considered monodisperse [11]. The
optical particle size parameter, x=nd,/X, where d, is the diameter of a spherical
particle and X is the wavelength of the illumination used to measure the particle,
is useful in the development of the theory as a dimensionless representation of the
size of a single spherical particle. Other parameters, such as the volume or mass
of a particle, are sometimes used to describe its size. Solid particles, especially
those created by dispersive processes, often require more complex notions of single
parameter size characterization due to their irregular shapes.
Size Distribution - The primary characteristic of a polydisperse aerosol system is
its size distribution function defined by:
dN=njd-,,t)d(d) (I)
lProcess \ Phase-+ Solid Liquid
Condensation smoke mist,
fog
Dispersion dust mist
where dN is the number concentration (i.e. number of particles per unit aerosol
volume) of spherical particles in the size range d, to d,+d(d,), nd(dp) is the
particle size distribution function, d, is particle diameter, and r and t are
respectively the location and time coordinates at which the function is to be
defined [10]. It is useful to consider this as a continuous function for purposes of
theoretical development. For example, various moments of the distribution
function have physical significance, corresponding to number concentration,
number average particle diameter, surface area, etc. [101. However, in the
laboratory, the size distribution function must be considered as a discrete function
due to the practical limits of measurement equipment. The measured size
distribution is of necessity limited in resolution of particle size values for
dimensions of concern in the study of aerosols which has significant relevance to
the interpretation of measured data from bulk aerosol samples, e.g. extinction
efficiency.
A discrete particle size distribution function, nid,, may be defined in an analogous
manner by breaking the total range of particle sizes present into a series of i sub-
ranges defined by upper and lower bounds dilower and di,,,,. Each value of the
discrete distribution is then defined as the ratio of the number of particles per
unit volume of aerosol that fall within the ith sub-range and di is taken, by
convention, to be the geometric mean of the limits of the size range:
' 1 (2)
Shape - Small liquid phase particles tend to be spherical in shape, and
agglomerate into larger spheres. Solid phase particles may have arbitrary shape,
are often oblong or irregular, and often contain voids or interstices between
formerly separate particles.
Concentration - Typical measures include number concentration, volume
concentration, and mass concentration. In the case of mists (liquid particles) the
latter two are equivalent, assuming constant mass density of the material,
because particle shape can be assumed to be spherical with no internal voids.
Number concentration is defined as follows: if SN is the number of particles in a
volume SV surrounding the point at which concentration is to be defined, SN/SV is
called the average concentration of particles within the volume SV. Definitions of
mass and volume concentrations follow similar lines. The notion of concentration
is meaningful within a volume range limited on the low end where the number of
particles is statistically relevant, and on the high end where the concentration
gradient within the volume is negligible.
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
The motion of particles suspended within a gaseous medium can be characterized
as either dispersive or convective. The predominance of one or the other (or
neither) of these mechanisms in a given flow regime is dependent on the fluid
properties and aerosol properties of the specific flow regime under study. It is
indicated by the Pecldt Number Pe=LU/D where L is a characteristic length, U is
the characteristic velocity of the fluid, and D is the dispersal coefficient.
Convection - Transport of an aerosol due to bulk motion of the gaseous medium,
i.e. in a non-stagnant flow field, is referred to as convective transport. This mode
of transport dominates in steady or unsteady laminar or turbulent flow regimes.
Diffusion - Brownian motion of aerosol particles will tend to reduce the gradient of
the number concentration within a study volume. This dominant transport mode
in a stagnant flow field (no flow) is termed particle diffusion, D. In practice,
however, it is nearly impossible to produce a truly stagnant flow field because very
small thermal gradients will induce small scale convective turbulence'. Small
scale turbulence induced either by buoyant or viscous shear forces effectively
disperses particles and is referred to as eddy diffusion.
Settling - The diffusive forces in air, i.e. from Brownian collisions, will counteract
gravitational settling forces for particles smaller than approximately 10pm in
diameter [11]. That is, smaller particles will remain in suspension, and larger
particles will fall due to gravity. Settling of larger particles is dependent on the
size of the particles. Table II [10] shows the Stokes settling velocity c, as well as
other transport properties of aerosols of various values of d,. v represents the
kinematic viscosity of air and p, the mass density of particle substance.
AGGLOMERATION AND SURFACE EFFECTS
Agglomeration - By nature, the number concentration of aerosol particulates in a
given sample changes over time2 . The inherent convective and diffusive motion of
such particles leads to collisions between aerosol particles, which then combine to
form larger particles. The local transport mechanisms that induce these collisions
are particle diffusion due to Brownian motion, differential settling, eddy diffusion,
Coulomb forces, and possibly interparticle van der Waals forces.
Each of these mechanisms affects the collision frequency, which is expressed by
BNNj, where B is called the collision frequency function, and is a function of the
A temperature gradient AT=0.014K in a chamber with characteristic size 1m will induce
a convective flow velocity of lcm/sec, which is the (gravitational) settling rate for particles of
dp~10pm [11].
2There are certain self-preserving size distributions [10].
above factors as well as
the sizes of the colliding
particles, and N, and N,
are number concentrations
of particles of sizes i and j
respectively. Table III
[10] shows the time
required to reduce the
concentration of a
monodisperse aerosol to
1/10th the original value
(No).
Table II Aerosol transport properties
d, D Schmidt No. c, (cm/sec)
(pm) (cm 2/sec) v/D (p,=1g/cm 3)
.01 5.24 x 10-4 2.87 x 102
.02 1.34 x 10~4  1.12 x 103
.05 2.35 x 10- 6.39 x 103
.1 6.75 x 10- 2.22 x 104 8.62 x 10-
.2 2.22 x 10-' 6.76 x 104 2.26 x 10~4
Surface Effects - The
collision of aerosol .5 6.32 x 10- 2.32 x 10 1
particles with vessel walls 1.0 2.77 x 10-7 5.42 x 10' 3.52 x 10-
and other obstructions,
e.g. diagnostic devices, and 2.0 1.31 x 102
their subsequent
elimination from 5.0 7.80 x 102
suspension, can be a
significant factor affecting
the concentration of a
sample. The mechanisms
producing this are particle 50.0 7.58
and eddy diffusion for the
case of turbulent flow in a 100.0 30.30
duct. From boundary
layer theory for uncharged
particles, the deposition
rate can be shown to
depend on
*The area available for mass transport
* The characteristics of the fluid and flow regime, e.g. Reynolds number
* The relative importance of particle versus eddy diffusion, indicated by the
Schmidt number v/fl.
Surface deposition is not expected to be significant for the flow regime used in the
duct tests because of the favorable volume/surface ratio.
U
OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Loss of illuminance transmitted through an aerosol sample is defined as
extinction. The two components of extinction are scattering, the retransmission of
light incident onto a particle in another direction; and absorption, the conversion
of incident illumination to other forms of energy such as heat or mechanical
motion. Each of these components is represented by an efficiency factor K, and the
total extinction efficiency is defined as Kx=Kca+K.,,, where K,,M and K. are the
scattering and absorption efficiency factors, respectively. The extinction properties
of aerosol systems are based on
conventional optics and physics, and
depend on refractive index m (for
particles made of clear liquids),
particle size, wavelength of incident
illumination, and the absorption
properties of the material of the
suspended particles. The tracer
aerosol relevant to this work, a clear
liquid, is believed to have a negligible
absorption, and K. is taken as
equivalent to K,.
Rayleigh and large particle extinction
- The extinction properties of aerosol
systems are derived from the optical
properties of the constituent particles,
which are highly dependent on their
general size range. The domain where
particle size is small compared to the wa
x=dJ >> 1.0)is described by Rayleigh
spectrum, geometric optics applies wher
whose width is large compared to its wa
size of the particles in question. This ap
approximately 50 times the wavelength
Table III Number Concentration 1/10th-
life for a monodisperse aerosol (d,=O.lpm,
T=20*C)
No (cm 3 ) t1/10 (approx.)
1010 1.2 sec.
109 12 sec.
108 2 min.
107  20 min.
106 3.5 hr.
105  35 hr.
velength of incident radiation (i.e.
theory. On the other end of the size
e it is relevant to think in terms of a ray
velength and yet small compared to the
plies to particles greater in size than
of the radiation.
Mie theory - Many aerosols, including the tracer aerosol used in the present work,
lie between the particle sizes described above, thus those theories are not
applicable. Mie Theory treats the scattering of light by single homogeneous
spherical particles of arbitrary size and refractive index. It presents a solution of
the Maxwell equations with the appropriate boundary conditions. More detail is
presented below in 3.2.
2.4 AEROSOL SELECTION CRITERIA
Optimal characteristics for a tracer aerosol to be most useful in measuring two-
dimensional concentration distributions include strong light scattering. In
addition, the chosen tracer should closely follow the flow regime being studied if
the aerosol is used to simulate molecular or very small particle dispersal. Both of
these are dependent primarily on the size of the particles involved; in general
smaller particles will follow the flow better since they are less susceptible to
settling and to lateral accelerations due to strong velocity gradients in the flow
field, and larger particles would appear to be favorable from a scattering point of
view simply because of the larger projected area from which to scatter light
(although for d, greater than the sheet thickness scattered illuminance is reduced,
requiring increased sheet thickness (and laser power) to achieve similar scattered
illuminance). In the size range where particles remain suspended in air there is
an optimal size range for light scattering, based on Mie theory, of x=3 where x is
the size parameter described above (see Figure 4). The aerosol must be stable, i.e.
remain in suspension and visible, long enough to accommodate the time scale of
the flow regimes being considered. In addition the aerosol must be serviceable in
a laboratory environment, and potentially in the field as well. This means
primarily that it must be non-toxic to personnel, and the environment; non-
staining and easily cleaned from surfaces after deposition; inoffensive; etc. In
addition, the expense and availability of the material, and the practicalities of
generation and bulk sample control of an aerosol from the material are
considerations.
3 BACKGROUND
3.1 TRACER AEROSOL
CANDIDATE TRACERS
A number of candidate tracers was evaluated for potential use in the present
work. These included helium-filled bubbles both with and without fluorescent
dyes (fluorescein or rhodamine 6G) added to enhance visibility, lycopodium spores,
and 1im silicon spheres.
Early investigations were conducted using neutrally buoyant helium-filled soap
bubbles produced by a Sage Action bubble generator [see appendix]. The bubbles
are approximately 3.18mm in diameter. The bubble solution is non-toxic,
non-corrosive, and safe. Little residue is left behind. The relatively large size of
these bubbles makes them an attractive tracer candidate. They are large enough
that individual particles in the concentration field can be identified and counted
using the image acquisition system. This property virtually eliminates the
problems of correlating light scattering theory to concentration measurements.
Helium bubbles are commonly used in flow visualization studies. They are robust
enough to survive propellers and fans, indicating that sample control and injection
is feasible. However, their typical lifetime of two minutes before bursting is much
shorter than the time required for evaluation of room contaminant dispersal, and
their large size discounts their value as a surrogate tracer to simulate molecular
and very small particulate contaminants. In addition, greater laser illumination
is required to achieve detection by the image acquisition equipment, since a laser
sheet thickness greater than the diameter of the bubbles, with no loss of
illuminance, is required to produce a detectable level of scattering.
The fluorescent dyes were rejected due to safety and serviceability considerations,
as they are listed as possible carcinogens [16] and generally known to leave
staining residues.
Solid particles were rejected for this work due to the difficulty in generating and
injecting solid phase aerosols. In addition, lycopodium is highly flammable, and
its irregular particle shape poses theoretical difficulties in determining the size
distribution function concentration values of aerosol samples produced from the
material.
SELECTED TRACER
The aerosol used in all tests reported in this thesis was produced with a Rosco
1500 Fog Machine, manufactured for theatrical use [see appendix]. A proprietary
mixture of low molecular weight glycols is pumped into the machine and heated to
its vaporization point. The vapor is then released into the air where it condenses
to produce an aerosol. The "fog" produced is non-toxic, non-corrosive, and leaves
little residue on surfaces.
The refractive index of the glycol mixture was measured before its use in the
aerosol generator, and the refractive index of fluid condensed from aerosol
generated by the machine was also measured. The static index of refraction of the
unprocessed solution was 1.413 and that of the condensed solution is 1.407. A
refractive index of 1.41 is used for all light scattering calculations in this report.
The specific gravity of the solution is 1.12 [see appendix], and the liquid solution
and condensate are miscible in water.
The size distribution of the aerosol was measured using a Malvern Microsizer
particle sizer [see appendix]. This machine projects a collimated laser beam
through an aerosol sample, which is scattered by particles within the aerosol
sample through a lens and to a photoreceptor matrix. The device calculates a
particle size distribution based on Mie theory. Results are shown in Figure 2.
Tracer Aerosol Size Distribution
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Figure 2 Size distributions of the tracer aerosol; the data series represent the same
sample at progressive time intervals.
A plot of the measured volumetric mean diameter of the tracer aerosol against
time (Figure 3) reveals a steady increase in the particle diameter over the test
interval. This corresponds to the continual agglomeration of aerosol particles.
The figure indicates, extrapolating a linear increase in the particle diameter of the
13
volumetric mean Tracer
particle size with time,
that the volumetric
mean diameter will
reach 10pm at a time of
approximately 30
minutes. The linear
extrapolation of this
curve represents a
conservative (low)
estimate of the length of
time before settling
becomes significant
because continual
particle agglomeration 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
leads to fewer Time (mi.)
suspended particles,
hence slower Figure 3 Plot of mean particle diameter vs. time for the
agglomeration (see same tracer data shown in Figure 2
Table III).
3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF CONCENTRATION RELATION
INTRODUCTION
The determination of a two-dimensional concentration field requires a calibration
of concentration value in an observed flow field to the measured illuminance of
incident light scattered from all points. In addition, temporal and spatial
resolution of the measurements must be indicated for a complete description of the
concentration field.
A point concentration measurement method was developed using measured optical
extinction and Mie theory. The scattered illuminance determines the pixel value
reported by the video acquisition hardware at pixel location corresponding the
observed point in the flow field. This pixel value is used as the required measure
of scattered light, which must be uniquely related to a value of aerosol
concentration to establish the desired correspondence. Normalization is required
to remove systemic error in the pixel values due to various sources (see 3.3,
NORMALIZATION).
Simultaneous measurement of sample concentration and video image acquisition
is intended to provide the data required to establish the desired correspondence of
pixel value to sample concentration. In addition, effects of the time dependent
nature of both size distribution function and concentration of the aerosol sample
should be embedded in the method if a useful correspondence is to be established.
DEVELOPMENT
Mie theory may be used to establish a relation between number, mass, or
volumetric concentration of an aerosol with a measured extinction coefficient,
which is related to extinction efficiency.
The extinction coefficiene, y, is defined as the fraction of incident illuminance, I,
scattered and/or absorbed within a medium per unit optical path length z:
dl
Idz
Integrating this over a given path length <zj, z2>, called the optical path length,
gives the reduction in intensity of light passing through an aerosol (Lambert's
Law):
I= h*dz12=11e
(4)
The integral Jydz over the optical path length is referred to as the optical
thickness of the aerosol and is given the symbol x. If y remains constant over the
path of integration Az = z2 - z, i.e. if the extinction coefficient remains constant
through the portion of the aerosol being measured, then:
(5)I2 =11e -yAz
and the optical thickness becomes r=yAz. Thus the extinction coefficient may be
determined photometrically by measuring the relative loss of light intensity:
(6)
Az
The extinction efficiency, K.,, is defined as the ratio of light energy lost along the
optical path (due to scattering and/or absorption) to the light energy intercepted
by a particle, I(nd,2 /4). For an aerosol cloud with a discrete distribution of particle
sizes, ni, the attenuation of light, dI, over an infinitesimal optical path length dz
is related to the corresponding discrete distribution of extinction efficiency of the
particles as:
'Also referred to as the attenuation coefficient or turbidity.
(3)
2
dd (7)dl s - - K,,,n, dz
where n, is the number of particles of (geometric mean) diameter di per unit
volume. The approximation is due to the use of discrete particle size distributions.
The extinction coefficient is thus related to these discrete distributions as:
dl nd (8)
4dz 
If the distribution of particles is described in terms of the relative number
distribution N, = n/N. where N. is the total number of particles per unit volume,
it follows that:
nd.2
y =N 4' K N. 9
Alternatively, the distribution may be described in terms of a relative volumetric
distribution V,, the volume of particles of size di per total volume of particles, V-,
per unit volume of aerosol. Then, the extinction coefficient can be described for
spherical particles as:
Z . ' K ,K (10)4 ~5 2 mid,,
6
For an aerosol with particles of constant mass density, p:
y E K (11)P 2 e-td,
where C=pV. is the total mass concentration of particles.
From the Mie Theory of scattering, the extinction efficiency of non-absorbing
spheres for single, independent scattering is very closely approximated by [17]:
4 4
* #
where
nd
*=2 1(m-1) (13)
in which m is the index of refraction and , the wavelength of the incident light'.
The single scattering criterion is met when the distance between particles is much
greater than their dimension, so that light is scattered at most once before
impinging on the photosensor. Single scattering is unambiguously indicated when
the measured optical thickness t 0.1; when 0.1<t<0.3, compensation for multiple
scattering may be necessary [17, 10].
Figure 4 shows the form of K, as a function of particle diameter d, for the tracer
aerosol and illumination wavelength used in the present work. The form of this
curve is similar for the range 1<m<2 under visible light, asymptotically
approaching K.,=2 as particle size becomes large relative to the wavelength of
incident light. This is the double extinction paradox, that a particle removes an
amount of light from an incident beam corresponding to twice the area of the
particle. The paradox can be explained by noting that diffraction accounts for the
additional extinction [10].
From equation (10), volumetric concentration can be related as:
V ; yAz < 0.3 (14)
where the limitation on optical thickness has been included as a reminder that
single independent scattering is required for validity. The denominator of
equation (14) is found by laboratory measurements using either the exact relation
for extinction efficiency K.,, equation (12), or the approximation K.,=2. The
introduction of error, by using the discrete size distribution function obtained in
the lab to represent the actual continuous size distribution function, suggests the
possibility that the use of the approximate relation may yield a more accurate
calculated concentration value than the discrete formula.
4 van de Hulst uses the slightly different notation x=27ta/, where a represents the
particle radius.
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Figure 4 Extinction efficiency Kext derived from Mie theory
Relative volumetric size distributions of the tracer aerosol used in the studies are
shown in Figure 2. The optical thickness of the test sample used to determine
this distribution was greater than required for theoretical compliance with the
single scattering criterion. Laboratory data, however, indicates that K,, is not
highly sensitive to optical thickness (see Figure 3, Figure 13 in 5.1).
The denominator of the expression for V.. in equation (14), which may be viewed
as the total extinction per unit sample volume, was calculated using both the
exact and approximate relations for extinction efficiency K,1 , using the measured
size distribution data, and the results are shown in Figure 5. It appears that the
total extinction per unit sample volume stabilizes at a value of approximately
1.75pim' after the initial period of rapid agglomeration indicated in Figure 2, and
before a significant fraction of the particles grow to have a mean diameter of
10pam, at which point settling may become significant [11]. This indicates that
within those time boundaries, a constant volume of material is suspended in the
aerosol state, but with a steady decrease in the number concentration of particles.
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The value of this
function is seen to be
insensitive to
illumination
wavelengths in the
visible range, typical
indices of refraction, and
to the expected range of
extinction efficiency
indicated by Figure 4.
The latter is evident
because at d,=.34pm
(corresponding to the
smallest available value,
early in the time series)
K,0.86. The form of
the corresponding curve
is similar to the curve
for the approximation
K.,t=2. The value
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Figure 5 Extinction per unit volumne versus time (data
from sample referred to in Figure 2).
y. ~ Y (15)
1.75pm 1
correlates strongly to the variation of V,/d, which is relatively much greater than
the variation in the other relevant parameters.
Figure 3 indicates, extrapolating a linear increase in the particle diameter of the
volumetric mean particle size with time, that the volumetric mean diameter will
reach 10pm at a time of approximately 30 minutes. Thus, as a conservative
estimate, equation (15) may be considered useful only between approximately 10
and 30 minutes from the generation of the tracer aerosol'.
3.3 IMAGE PROCESSING
Image processing techniques were employed for the purposes of error correction in
captured video data (normalization to correct for systemic error, and application of
convolutions to mitigate random error); verification of the uniformity of the
concentration field in the sealed compartment tests (statistical analysis of pixel
data); and to develop the final values to be related to actual concentration values
measured by extinction. Normalization and convolution produce data sets of the
5 The variation of the absolute size distribution function with tine is dependent on the
initial concentration of the aerosol test sample. Initial concentrations used for subsequent
tests in this report were similar to the initial concentration used here to measure the size
distribution of the tracer aerosol.
same form as the raw pixel values, while subsequent analysis operates on the
normalized data to derive information in forms that clarify and add meaning, and
make manageable the development and presentation of the desired correspondence
to the measured concentration data. This analysis takes the forms of statistical
operations performed on individual frames, e.g. determination of mean pixel value,
standard deviation, and distribution histogram over a captured view; and the
comparison of these properties across a related set of captured frames, e.g. a time
series of frames captured to record the evolution of an injected pulse of tracer
aerosol. The specific operations performed subsequent to normalization are
determined by the goals of the analysis.
ERROR CORRECTION
Test data frames were first convolved to reduce the effects of random error, and
then normalized to correct for systemic error. shows histograms for an example
frame taken during a sealed compartment test. Each of the error correction
processes was applied independently to the raw data. The resulting histograms
indicate that random noise may be a more significant cause of pixel value error,
since correcting for it via convolution results in a greater modification to the
original frame data than normalization.
NORMALIZATION
"Raw" captured video data are normalized in order to correct for error introduced
from the following sources:
* Uneven illuminance across the laser sheet due primarily to sinusoidal
variation in scanner (and thus beam) velocity
* Uneven CCD pixel response, i.e. inherent difference in output from different
individual CCD elements from the same incident illuminance
* Obstructions between the sheet and the camera, e.g. dust on the optical
window or camera lens
* External interference introduced into the signal enroute from the CCD camera
to the frame grabber board
* Optical aberration/loss
* Stray light
* Analog-to-digital conversion
Normalization is accomplished by altering the pixel values at each location in the
raw data frame according to data obtained from a normalization frame, also
referred to as a blank frame. This is a frame of uniform scattering field (e.g.
tracer concentration) illuminated and captured under identical conditions to those
of "live" data collection. That is, the apparatus configuration was not modified
between capture of normalization frame data and "live" extinction data. The
equation for the new pixel value after normalization is:
where po is the initial captured video pixel value, p f is the pixel value at
the corresponding location of the blank frame, and p is the mean pixel
Pnormaed (16)
Pnemf fame)
value of the blank frame".
CONVOLUTION
Sources of random error necessitating corrective convolution of video data include:
* Line noise in the power supplied to equipment
* Electromagnetic interference from nearby electrical devices, e.g. the laser and
scanner
* Dark current inherent in CCD's
Convolution is the process of applying matrix transformations to each pixel in an
image, where the values in the transformation matrices for each pixel depend on
the values of surrounding pixels. The details of the dependence determine the
effect of the convolution; standard convolutions exist for such operations as
smoothing, noise reduction, etc., and these were applied to captured frames in the
current work.
UNIFORMITY ANALYSIS
The degree to which normalized frames can be considered uniform is determined
by the actual uniformity of the tracer field, accuracy of the captured and processed
image data in representing the field, and the specific notion of uniformity applied
to the data. In fact, the assumption of actual tracer field uniformity is an
approximations due to the inherent properties of aerosol systems. Pixel value
distribution histograms (across all pixels in a given frame) were used as
qualitative guides to correspondence of video data to actual concentration
distribution, and to the uniformity of acceptable frames.
Frame data exhibiting video or digitization saturation, or below the sensitivity
threshold of the equipment, was regarded as invalid for uniformity
characterization because of its lack of correspondence to the concentration field.
Histograms with peaks at the detection extremes were regarded as indications of
6 It was necessary to use the macro capability of the Image 1.40 software to implement
this manipulation with adequate precision because the integer math built into the software led
to unsatisfactory results. For p < .5p , which can occur even for relatively
uniform frames at low pixel values (since the standard deviation is not proportional to the
average pixel value), the resulting normalized pixel value is 0. A macro was written to
perform the normalization using floating point math, resulting in more accurate normalized
pixel values.
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Figure 6 Histograms of raw, normalized, and convolved pixel data from a typical
captured frame of uniform tracer concentration.
these conditions. This information was useful, however, in establishing the
constraints of the system.
Near-normal (Gaussian) histograms in the center 80% of the pixel value scale
were taken as qualitative indications of video data correspondence to actual
aerosol conditions. The standard deviation and coefficient of variance were
examined as indicators of uniformity, using sub-frames of varying sizes within an
image to evaluate uniformity with respect to the characteristic dimensions of the
concentration field corresponding to the sub-frame sizes.
CALIBRATION TO MEASURED CONCENTRATION
From the compartment tests, the mean value of each normalized frame was used
as the single-parameter value corresponding to the concentration of the tracer
aerosol at the time of capture, as determined by the extinction measurements
made at the time of frame capture. In the compartment tests, the concentration
value was dependent on time and initial conditions only, as the dimensions of the
sample were controlled and no-flow conditions were dominant.
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Although in all duct tests the flow velocity was held constant, additional degrees
of freedom existed in the mathematical expressions relating the various
parameters describing the behavior of the systems. In the constant-injection duct
tests, the aerosol size distribution function changed with space as well as time,
although the geometry was constant. In the pulsed injection tests, the geometry of
the flow also was variable as pulse diffusion became relevant, and uniform mixing
within the plane of observation could not be expected. These additional variables
prevented absolute determination of concentration distributions. However, as
described above, relative volumetric concentration does not vary greatly with time
during the period between 10 and 30 minutes from the time of aerosol generation.
Thus, relative concentration can be established (approximately) for samples within
these constraints by assuming constant Voo, and test samples easily conform to
these requirements. In these tests, mean pixel values were used as relative
measures of concentration.
4 EQUIPMENT
4.1 TRACER INJECTION
The aerosol escapes from the fog machine at a relatively high, somewhat variable,
volumetric flow rate (approximately 1500 cfm) and a very low pressure. For tests
where control of the injection flow rate was unnecessary, the tracer aerosol was
directed from the fog machine into the desired location via a 7.62cm (3 inch)
diameter flexible hose. Further modifications were made to allow for aerosol to be
captured and released into the test volume for the duct tests at controlled rates of
flow. Specifically, a section of .3048m (12 inch) diameter flexible duct (flexi-duct)
was mounted in a vertical frame, with inlet and exhaust ports, from the fog
machine and to the test duct, respectively, in the bottom (see Figure 18). Injection
was performed by collapsing this section of duct, forcing the aerosol into the test
duct. Tracer aerosol was produced and stored temporarily in the expanded flexi-
duct to both cool the sample to achieve neutral buouancy and allow the early rapid
agglomeration phase to pass. A low speed motor was attached so that a constant,
controlled rate of injection could be produced; with this device disengaged, pulsed
injection was produced by weighting the top of the flexi-duct and permitting it to
descend quickly due to its own weight.
4.2 EXTINCTION MEASUREMENT
Reference concentration measurements were made with a 4mW (compartment
extinction tests) and a 2mW (duct tests) HeNe laser operating at a wavelength of
633nm. The beam was directed into a standard photocell across an interval of
between ±2cm (duct tests) and ±8cm (compartment tests) to produce an optical
thickness low enough to satisfy the single scattering requirement, yet high enough
to produce a significant reduction in transmitted illuminance compared to Io, the
reference illuminance with no aerosol present between the laser and the detector.
Extinction measurements were also made by placing a photodetector (similar to
the one used with the HeNe laser) within the laser light sheet generated with the
Argon Ion laser. In the sealed compartment tests, this data was used solely as a
comparison to the HeNe extinction data. In the duct tests, however, the in-sheet
extinction measurement provided the concentration values of the tracer aerosol at
the location of image acquisition. Details of the Argon Ion laser and light sheet
generation technique are presented below.
4.3 LASER LIGHT SHEET
The term "light sheet" refers to an illumination beam geometry that is collimated
in one dimension, typically a flat plane. Lasers' primary advantage in flow
visualization is their ability to probe flows in a non-intrusive fashion while
providing much useful information. The fundamental properties of lasers,
coherence, energy density, geometric controllability, and wavelength specificity,
are all exploited in various flow visualization techniques. Almost all flow
visualization techniques either
depend on properties inherent in
laser light or are made more
convenient by them. Multi-watt INCIDENT LASER BEAM
laser powers are the rule where
they are reported by authors of
flow visualization studies [19, 18, I O
61, although one study of a 10cm
diameter section was done with a 5 DIVfRFNQ
milliwatt laser. Typical methods
of producing laser light sheets
result in generic sheet
configurations as indicated in LASER SHEET
Figure 7.
STATIC LASER SHEETS
Laser light sheets are produced by
de-collimating a laser beam in one WIDTH
direction through one of two
techniques. In their simplest form,
laser light sheets are produced by Figure 7 Typical laser light sheet (generic
directing the beam through a
single cylindrical optic [6]. This
diverges the beam in one plane
only, producing a triangle of light, which can then be oriented perpendicular or
parallel to the direction of the flow being studied. This sheet can be reoriented or
translated at a controlled rate to provide multiple views of a single flow field [6].
The parameters of the sheet, base width, divergence angle, and focus (width
convergence), can be controlled by replacing the single optic with a series of
spherical and cylindrical lenses [14, 151. A sheet with parallel edges can be
produced by adding a cylindrical lens to the end of this optical series whose axis is
perpendicular to the sheet. The distance between the parallel edges of the sheet
are limited by the size of this last lens. The camera recording the visualization is
typically oriented perpendicular to the laser light sheet, i.e. facing the sheet.
7 In some studies where properties of laser light were not necessary to study the flow,
sheets have been generated with incoherent sources [13]. The technique of flash lamp light
slicing is purported to cost less and have fewer infrastructure requirements than a pulsed laser
system [9]. The optical arrangements are similar to those for laser light sheets, but the typical
water cooling system for lasers in the multiwatt power range is avoided.
8 A unique fiber optic array device is available, in which a circular bundle of fibers on
one end is arranged in a narrow linear array on the other end. This device has the advantage
of not requiring a laser, but the disadvantage, in the present configuration, of producing a
poorly collimated sheet geometry.
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Static sheets have the advantage that they can be of simple design, requiring
minimally a single cylindrical lens, and are relatively inexpensive.
DYNAMIC SHEETS
Dynamic sheets are produced by rapidly sweeping an undiverged, continuous
wave, beam. In general, pulsed lasers can't be used in dynamic sheets'. The
oscillating motion is accomplished by reflecting the beam from a rotating mirror
assembly [19], or by driving prisms [7] or mirrors [1] at specified frequencies. A
galvanometer, commonly referred to as a scanner when used to direct a laser
beam, is a device that translates an applied voltage into the angular displacement
of a shaft about its axis. A mirror mounted on the shaft reflects the beam through
the scan angle, the included angle of the sheet. This is also referred to as the
divergence of the sheet. By specifying the oscillatory time/position function of two
reflectors rotating about perpendicular axes, three-dimensional sheets can be
generated with arbitrary shapes (e.g. circular conical surface, parallel intersecting
planes, parallel non-intersecting planes), yielding quasi-simultaneous views of the
same flow through these surfaces [1]. Advanced laser sheet techniques have been
used in flow visualization studies*.
The scan frequency of a dynamic sheet is typically desired to be as high as
possible to approximate a continuous sheet (so that the oscillation period is much
less than the required minimum time interval over which illuminance is to be
measured). The maximum frequency possible is directly tied to the inertia of the
mirror/shaft combination. This inertia must be kept as low as possible to
maximize available frequency, and the center of mass of the assembly must
remain on the axis of rotation. The scan angle is also desired to be as great as
possible for viewing large areas. Increased excursion requires increased scan
speed, and thus inertia to mass ratio, to maintain equal frequency. These factors
indicate that a smaller mirror size is desirable. In addition, maximum available
scanner frequency goes down with excursion. If the sheet width is to be controlled
by the diameter of the incident beam (other options are available), required mirror
size increases with both sheet width and scan angle. Increased scan angle
requires increasing the mirror dimension radially from the axis of rotation,
compounding the inertia problem.
9 Various combinations of oscillating prisms, mirrors, slits, and lenses have been used to
generate semi-dynamic sheets that pulse with cw mode lasers [2].
'0 For example, the sweep frequency can be controlled to obtain stroboscopic effects that
can yield velocity information or produce instantaneous-quality views of the flow being
studied. By synchronizing the sweep frequency with an aspect of a periodic flow (e.g.
supersonic air jet [2]), images can be obtained of these highly transient phenomena.
Sheet position and orientation in space relative to the desired plane (or region) of
observation and to the image recording device (CCD camera) is controlled by
mounting the scanner assembly using standard optical positioning devices.
The illuminance distribution within the sheet is a function of scan waveform
(voltage vs. time), scan angle; beam width; and distance from the source. Clearly,
although the illuminance distribution is taken as static, it varies with lateral
position as a function of the amount of time the beam spends illuminating a given
location relative to the period of oscillation.
The advantages of the dynamic sheet configuration include the uniformity of the
sheet along its axis of propagation (to the extent that the width remains constant),
and the absence of loss by transmission through multiple lenses. The lateral
uniformity is a function of the scan wave form, and high uniformity can be
achieved at the expense of scan speed (due to mirror/armature inertia constraints).
However, even a sinusoidal scan wave form (allowing maximum scan frequency) is
fairly uniform in the central portion of the scan, corresponding to the parts of the
sine wave of low curvature.
SCANNER
The galvanometer used in the present work was driven with a sinusoidal signal,
which allowed a scanning frequency of up to 85% of the natural frequency of the
galvanometer/mirror assembly, over 500Hz. This met the quasi-static
performance requirement posed by the video camera (see VIDEO SYSTEM below).
The mirror had an aperture (width) of ±6mm.
The manufacturer advises, based on experience, that to prevent abnormally rapid
deterioration of the scanner bearings, operation should be limited by the following
equation:
uz 4x10 6 degHz2
where 9 is peak-to-peak excursion ( scan angle), and u is the scan frequency.
Parameters of the apparatus used in the present work were up to 9=±l5deg and
o=600Hz, for Ov 2 5.4x10 6 , sometimes exceeding the recommended limit.
The scan angle used for the experiments presented here ranged from
approximately 15 to 30 degrees, and the wavelength used for the laser sheet in all
tests was 514nm (green).
FIBER OPTIC LINK
The beam was initially directed through a fiber optic link [see appendix] to its
position pointing at the scanner mirror. This device was intended to provide laser
collimation and increased flexibility in configuring the apparatus. The device
proved untenable due to losses induced by the fiber optic (±15% loss of
transmitted light), unacceptably high divergence, and practical difficulties aligning
the beam properly into the fiber optic.
4.4 VIDEO SYSTEM
A Cohu monochrome CCD video camera [see appendix] was used to record images
of the aerosol tracer. The CCD imager contains 739 x 484 active picture elements
(pixels) over a 6.4mm x 4.8mm area (standard inch format). Rated sensitivity is
0.012 lux, which corresponds to a 30% output signal strength (30 IRE units, or
214.2mV) at the CCD. The spectral response curve and modulation transfer
function" are shown in Figure 8.
The integration period of the CCD, the interval during which photons are allowed
to accumulate onto the CCD chip before being read to the processing circuitry and
output to the frame grabber, is 1/60th second". This both determines the
temporal resolution with which images can be captured, and indicates the
scanning frequency requirement for quasi-static performance (i.e. the laser must
make enough passes back and forth through the scan angle within 1/60th second
to approximate a static illumination distribution).
The camera signal was directed to a Data Translation frame grabber board [see
appendix], producing 640 x 480 pixel resolution with 256 (8 bits) levels of gray.
An Apple Macintosh II computer was used to process the video data. Captured
images were processed with Image 1.40 software [see appendix] and stored in
tagged image file format (TIFF). Standard statistical analysis and raster graphics
transformation functions are available within the software, and it is possible to
write macros to accomplish unsupported functions.
" The modulation transfer function (MTF) is a measure of ccd resolution. Its value
expresses a normalized depth of intensity modulation as a function of line pair frequency.
The MTF depends on the microgeometry of the ccd chip and the physics inherent to the way
ccd's work [Beynon].
" The integration period of this camera may be externally controlled. This option was
not investigated in the present work.
igure 8 CCD camera response curves
5 TESTS
5.1 SEALED BOX CALIBRATION
The objective of this test was to compare concentration of well-mixed tracer
aerosol under no-flow conditions (measured by HeNe laser extinction) to mean
pixel values of simultaneously captured video frames of the sample (illuminated
by the Ar Ion laser light sheet). A time series of measurements was made and
frames simultaneously captured, providing representative ranges of concentration
values and video frame data. This series shows the decay of concentration with
time.
APPARATUS CONFIGURATION AND TEST PROCEDURE
Measurements were made in a test volume approximately 47.0cm x 68.5cm x
67.3cm. The top of the volume was fitted with an optical glass window through
which the laser light sheet was projected, and one face was plate glass, allowing
the imaging system to record light scattered by the aerosol inside the volume.
Edges were sealed to prevent leaks of gas.
Two sealable 7.62cm (3 inch) diameter ports were provided for allowing tracer
aerosol to be introduced and exhausted via flexible hoses.
A photometric sensor was mounted to the bottom of the test volume at
approximately the centerline of the laser sheet, and was used for one of two
extinction measurement series. The other extinction series was produced by a
4mW HeNe laser (633nm) directed onto a similar photocell fixed at 5.2cm from the
laser aperture. This apparatus was sealed inside the test volume.
The camera head was mounted approximately 73.7cm from the plane of the laser
sheet. A 55mm f/1.2 lens was used, resulting in a field of view approximately 8cm
x 5cm, 13cm - 18cm above the bottom of the test volume. The scan angle used
was approximately 5 degrees.
With the apparatus configured as shown in Figure 9, reference illuminance
measurements were made with no tracer present in the compartment. These
served as I, values in the data sets. Then, tracer aerosol was generated directly
into the test volume through a 7.62cm (3 inch) diameter flexible metal hose
connecting it to the fog machine. At each interval (which varied between tests), a
video frame was captured, and the illuminance onto each of the photodetectors
was recorded.
To establish correspondence of aerosol concentration (from the transmitted
illuminance readings) to video images, it was assumed that aerosol concentration
was uniform throughout the test volume at each measurement interval.
Observations of the test volume during the test indicate that this is a good
approximation although transient flow structures (concentration variations) were
Figure 9 Sealed compartment apparatus used for extinction/video correlation tests
clearly visible within the sheet, especially near the top surface of the test
volume". Captured frames, from the small region near the center of the test
volume, showed slight evidence of these flow structures, however.
RESULTS/ANALYSIS
Results from a representative data run are used to establish extinction parameters
for the tracer aerosol and investigate the form of the correspondence between
concentration and video pixel values. The even-field normalization frame used for
this test was the frame captured at t=5 min.
Figure 10 shows illuminance values at both photodetectors at each measurement
interval. Also shown are additional readings from the Argon Ion laser (sheet) with
its output power set to 51mW. This data was collected toward the end of the run,
" The top surface of the volume was a single sheet of plexiglass; thus temperature
gradients are the expected cause of the flow structures.
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when light scattered by the aerosol was comparatively low, and thus video
acquisition was near the lower limit of camera sensitivity. With increased
absolute scattering, it was hoped to achieve more useful video data. That is, the
range of illuminance scattered by the aerosol at a given time in the test should
produce a corresponding range of pixel values for the average pixel value of the
frame to be most useful. If the illuminance is beyond the sensitivity of the camera
(on either the low or high end), the resulting range of pixel values will be clipped,
and its mean will not provide a useful correspondence.
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Although the optical thickness of the aerosol as measured by the Argon Ion light
sheet (Figure 12) does not meet the single scattering criterion, data from the
HeNe and its associated photodetector more closely conform to this requirement.
However, the form of the resulting curve for the extinction coefficient using data
from the Argon Ion laser is the same as for the conformant HeNe data, the curves
apparently differing only by a constant. Although the investigation of this finding
is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is potentially useful as supplementary
information in the study of the mathematical solution to the multiple scattering
problem. Additionally, it indicates the potential for a correspondence allowing
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multiple scattering data to be used, without solving the extensive mathematics
rigorously, to relate extinction coefficient to concentration, to be developed.
Also note in Figure 12 and ? that the measured optical thickness and
corresponding extinction coefficient data for 40mW and 51mW Argon Ion
configurations is roughly the same. This is as expected from theory, and is some
indication that the apparatus was functioning properly. The slight difference, that
the values for 51mW are lower than those from 40mW, may be attributable to
noise due to extraneous higher order scattering from particles near the detector
leading to additional recorded illuminance. Alternatively, absorption between
source and detector due to the aerosol material itself may be proportionally
greater for the lower laser power, leading to higher values of these parameters for
the lower laser power.
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Figure 11 Correspondence of concentration, measured via HeNe extinction, to mean
pixel value of captured frames
Figure 11 shows Voo as a function of time.
Figure 14 shows mean pixel values for each captured frame as a function of time.
Raw captured values and normalized values are shown, as well as corresponding
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standard deviations. For the raw data, the standard deviation is lower at both
ends of the acquisition range, indicating that clipping of values is occurring. That
is, at both high and low ends of the range of scattered illuminance of the sample,
the ranges of illuminance values producing the mean pixel values are partially
outside the measurable range of the video system. The illuminance outside the
measurable range is recorded as the limiting value, and the standard deviation is
lower than if the full range had been recorded. The highest recorded mean pixel
values (±240) are not the highest available (255); this is possibly due to extinction
along the viewing axis of the video camera lens, both from the aerosol itself and
from the glass barrier enclosing the test volume and the optical system, as well as
the uneven nature of the laser sheet illumination. This should be counteracted by
the normalization process, which would account for the increased mean value of
the normalized data. The reduction in the mean pixel value caused by uneven
illumination across the viewing field may account for the rest of the difference.
The slight dip in mean pixel value at the beginning of the run may indicate that
the aerosol concentration was far enough out of the optical thickness criterion that
multiple rather than single scattering was significant.
Mean pixel values are compared to extinction coefficient in Figure 15. Note the
relatively narrow band of sensitivity between extinction coefficient values of
approximately 1.5 and 2.2 for the HeNe data. Figure 16 shows a comparison of
normalized mean pixel value to estimated concentration for those frames where
clipping due to saturation or detection threshold was not significant. The good
correlation of these results supports the relation developed in section 3.2. Note,
however, that in the data run shown, a one-to-one correspondence of concentration
to pixel values exists only over a part of the range of acceptable video frames. A
different initial sample concentration might optimize the range of correspondence.
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5.2 DUCT TESTS
The objective of both constant and pulsed injection duct tests was to measure
downstream concentration tracer aerosol in fully developed, turbulent, constant
velocity flow conditions for upstream tracer injection; and to compare measured
results to predictions based on convection-diffusion theory. Theory applied to
constant tracer injection relates bulk mean concentration at the point of injection
to bulk mean concentration at the point of measurement downstream, independent
of time. Tracer bulk mean concentration downstream for a pulsed injection is
time dependent due to the transient nature of the pulse, and the dependency is
predictable using one-dimensional convection-diffusion theory.
APPARATUS CONFIGURATION AND PROCEDURE
The configuration of the duct apparatus was driven by parameters required to
achieve desired flow characteristics of fully developed turbulence, and in
anticipation of predicted convective and dispersive behavior of the system. Based
on the properties of the aerosol used in the tests, a 30.48cm (12 inch) duct was
chosen to minimize anticipated surface effects, e.g. loss of concentration due to
wall absorption, and to provide a geometric sample scale appropriate to the laser
sheet illumination and video acquisition system parameters (sheet width and
video field of view dimensions were to be on the order of centimeters). The range
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of velocities to be tested was chosen to be within turbulent flow regime conditions.
The initial configuration of the duct apparatus is shown in?.
The flow
straightening
tubes and PiN qTR#IlNTFNWR
upstream length 8............. .
of the duct were
intended to break .Nr. .,S,,,N RF UnTnN
up large scale , 3n DEAD LEMGTM
eddies and allow
the flow to Figure 17 Initial configuration of duct apparatus
become
completely well-developed prior to the injection of tracer. A dead length of ±3m
separated the injection port and the observation window, an optical glass port
through which the video camera was exposed to the scattered light from the laser
sheet. Tracer aerosol was injected directly from the fog machine into the injection
port. Using the standard values for air, density p=1.2kg/m", and viscosity
p=1.82x0kg/ms, and a characteristic length D=.3048m, the Reynolds number
can be related to flow velocity as
Re=pD V (18)
p
or, solved,
Re=2.Olx104v (19)
where v is the flow velocity in m/s. In order to maintain turbulent flow as defined
by Re>2500, v must be greater than 0.125m/s. The fan/duct configuration was
capable of producing flow velocity of up to 2m/s, providing the upper bound for
velocities to be tested.
Observation of the equipment in operation, however, indicated that at moderate
velocities (0.6m/s) the flow was in fact not well developed by the time it reached
the observation section of the duct. At low velocity, the flow appeared to have a
partially laminar structure and a larger scale turbulent structure apparently
generated by the fan. This was apparently due to the flow structure produced by
the fan, and to a lesser extent by lack of available dead length both between the
fan and the injection port and between the injection port and the observation
section. In addition, the injection port did not function at the higher flow
velocities, a negative pressure gradient having been produced in the injection port
tube, forcing the tracer aerosol out the ventilation louvers on the fog machine
(rather than into the duct).
Figure 18 Final duct apparatus configuration
The injection port was moved to the upstream end of the duct, and the fan was
moved to the downstream end of the duct. The effective dead length between
injection and observation points was increased to ±6.0m.
The temporary storage and subsequent controlled injection of the tracer aerosol
was accomplished with a collapsible section of flexi-duct with two sealable 7.62cm
(3 inch) diameter ports, one each for introduction of tracer into the device and
The direct injection of tracer proved inadequate for valid data collection due to
highly variable flow rate and pressure from the fog machine and thus insufficient
control of volumetric flow rate. In addition, the equations developed above for
determining the concentration are not valid for size distribution data collected in
the highly unstable period immediately following generation of the aerosol.
In order to correct these problems, the configuration of the duct was rearranged to
provide increased dead length, and an injection port was devised to hold a sample
and then inject it at a controlled rate. The final duct configuration is shown in
Figure 18.
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exhaust of tracer into the duct for measurement. The volumetric flow rate of
tracer for the constant injection tests was controlled by collapsing the flexi-duct
using a constant-speed motor.
The fog machine was connected to the injection port via a 7.62cm (3 inch)
diameter flexible metal hose. The injection port itself was a 7.62cm (3 inch)
diameter brass tube, oriented vertically within the duct, with two staggered rows
of 1.6cm (%in) diameter holes facing downstream, and one row of similar holes
facing upstream.
Reference HeNe
extinction
measurements were
made at the base of this
tube, ahead of the
location where the
tracer aerosol entered
the duct, by projecting
the laser through the
aerosol transverse to the
direction of flow
(horizontally). The
optical path length to
the photocell was 1cm.
The single scattering
criterion was
determined to be within
acceptable limits ±10
minutes after the
generation of the aerosol
(see Figure 19).
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Figure 19 Optical thickness at the HeNe diagnostic for
duct tests
The mean air flow velocity through the duct, constant for each test run, was set by
adjusting the fan speed and measured using a hot-wire anemometer. The probe
was traversed across a diameter of the duct near the upstream end, the velocity
reading being averaged over the traverse time. This measurement was then
repeated several times, and the average of the repetitions was taken as the duct
flow speed.
Optical windows were built into the observation section of the duct for both laser
sheet and video camera in order to minimize distortion and light transmission
losses. The sheet divergence was approximately 10 degrees, and the camera head,
with 55mm lens, was placed ±0.5m from the plane of illumination, leading to an
image area of approximately 8cm x 5cm. Laser power for all duct tests was
40mW.
Video frames constituting a subset of the total viewing area were captured in
order to permit a larger number of frames to be captured in any single run, the
amount of computer RAM (4 Mbytes) being the limiting factor.
CONSTANT INJECTION TESTS
The volumetric flow rate of tracer aerosol into the duct, controlled by motor as
described above, was ±3150.7cm/sec (corresponding to a flexi-duct rate of collapse
of ±4.13cm/sec). For each data run, the storage/injection device was filled with
aerosol 10 minutes before the run to allow the volumetric concentration to
stabilize and the optical thickness to reach the single scattering level. Video
frames were captured both at varying and constant intervals once the injection
had reached steady state. A variety of air flow speeds was used for the data runs.
Laser illuminance transmission was measured at the HeNe diagnostic recording a
representative value at steady state to determine concentration at the injection
port. A sensor mounted in the plane of the laser light sheet (not affecting
illumination of the viewing area) was used to measure transmission at the viewing
location, and this measure was used to calculate downstream concentration.
PULSED INJECTION DUCT TESTS
Pulsed injection of tracer aerosol was accomplished by weighting the top of the
flexi-duct storage/injection device and allowing it to free fall a controlled distance
of t46cm, corresponding to a pulse volume of ±3.35x10cm. The duration of the
fall was ±0.5sec. Laser illuminance transmission was measured at the HeNe
diagnostic at the injection port recording a representative value at steady state.
Again, the aerosol was injected 10 minutes after generation, and video frames
were captured at various constant intervals. The duration of each capture
operation was short compared to the interval between frames, even for intervals
as low as 0.2sec, and was not added to the interval.
RESULTS/ANALYSIS
CONSTANT INJECTION
Non-uniformity of frames captured during initial constant injection tests indicated
that the expected fully-developed conditions were not established, leading to the
second configuration (Figure 18). The fan was placed at the downstream end of
the duct, eliminating flow structures caused by the motor and mount, and
additional dead length was provided between the injection port and observation
location to allow the flow to become more fully developed."
" Fluid dynamics indicates that fully developed turbulent conditions would additionally
require significantly greater entrance length unavailable for the present work. Observation of
the flow, made possible by the transparency of the duct, revealed that small- to moderate-
scale turbulence had been developed.
Tracer concentration at the viewing location relative to concentration at the
injection port confirmed theoretical predictions within acceptable error for all
tested duct flow velocities, although observation of medium-scale flow structures
(relative to the characteristic length of the system, i.e. duct diameter) during the
tests indicated that well-mixed conditions had not been fully achieved. These
conditions were more prevalent at lower duct velocities, consistent with flow
behavior closer to the transition region of Reynolds number.
PULSED INJECTION
Measured relative concentration (pixel values) did not match theoretical
predictions for Re=3220, as indicated in Figure 20. At this relatively low
Reynolds number, fully developed turbulent conditions may not have been
established (transition region), thus the validity of the convection-diffusion theory
may be questioned in this regime. Pulse velocity and momentum introduced by
the injection process may account for the early arrival of the peak concentration
value to the viewing region of the duct (compared with the predicted time). In
this regime, specifics of the apparatus may have had significant influence on the
test results; specifically, the upstream-downstream orientation of the holes
through which tracer aerosol entered the duct indicate that momentum was
imparted to the tracer aerosol along the duct, thus influencing the measured time
data for the run. The dip in relative concentration at t=20sec followed by a
second, broad peak, may indicate that tracer aerosol was forced out the holes on
the upstream side of the injection tube and was subsequently drawn through the
duct after the additional diffusion due to path length travelled, turbulence at the
mouth of the duct, etc. This explanation is consistent with observed behavior of
the system.
The high standard deviation of mean pixel value of captured frames reflects the
observed uneven mixing of tracer aerosol, which in turn is an indication of
transitional behavior. Other factors, such as spurious video interference (peculiar
to the specific test run), may also have contributed.
For progressively higher Reynolds numbers, measured values of pixel value more
closely corresponded to theoretical predictions (Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23).
The transition to unambiguous fully-developed turbulent flow conditions predicts
this. In addition, more frequent sampling (5 frames captured per second,
Figure 24) at the highest flow rate, Re=35400, provides improved temporal
resolution to the test, leading to a statistically better data set for comparison.
In the following series of graphs, measured mean pixel values are shown as large
squares; the range of captured pixel values is indicated by vertical lines
connecting open diamonds; and standard deviations are shown as dots.
Predictions from one-dimensional convection-diffusion theory, plus and minus
10%, are shown as continuous curves.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
6.1 VIDEO IMAGE ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The present work has demonstrated that it is possible to rapidly obtain multiple
video images of fairly high spatial resolution. The dynamic range of the system
used in this work was not high enough to cover a large portion of the range of
scattered illuminances produced by the laser light sheet and the aerosol in the
regimes examined. In addition, the sensitivity of the system was not high, i.e. the
signal to noise ratio was unfavorable at low illuminance (scattering) levels. Laser
light sheet illumination can be produced over a small but significant area
compared to typical room size environments (on the order of tens of centimeters in
both directions) without the difficulties associated with industrial power supply
requirements and liquid cooling of the laser tube.
6.2 TRACER CONSIDERATIONS
Tracer aerosols can be used to simulate the behavior of molecular and small
particle contaminant dispersal systems within constraints imposed by their
characteristics as both particles, i.e. how well they simulate the desired species;
and aerosol systems, i.e. their inherent physical behavior vis a vis light scattering
and transport/dynamics.
Techniques exist for measuring properties of aerosol systems relevant to the
evaluation of contaminant dispersal systems, and these techniques are continually
becoming more accurate, and accessible as the computing power required to
process large amounts of data (e.g. large numbers of particles, high resolution
video data) quickly becomes more advanced.
Some fundamental properties of liquid aerosol systems pose practical difficulties
in their use as surrogate tracers for molecular species, namely: The time
dependence (and lack of control) of their size distributions and volumetric/mass
concentrations, and considerations relating to the generation, storage, transport,
and disposal of aerosol substances.
6.3 MEASUREMENT EFFICACY
Quantitative measurement of two dimensional aerosol concentration fields is
possible for certain conditions using relatively simple equipment and theory due to
Mie. No significant limitations were encountered relevant to the rapidity with
which frames could be captured (relative to the time scale of typical indoor air
quality flow regimes), or the spatial and brightness resolution of images.
Limitations at low Reynolds number of both the theory to predict and the
apparatus to accurately measure concentration fields (indicated by relatively high
standard deviations in video data both within and across captured frames) suggest
that the method of research undertaken in this work is more useful for flows of
higher Re.
Available dynamic range of the method is limited by the dependence on the use of
lasers (for single-wavelength illumination), due to power and efficiency (cooling)
requirements limiting their portability. These factors influence the maximum
area which can be effectively illuminated due to the inherent sensitivity limit of
CCD's.
The present work has revealed two issues that pose difficulties in accomplishing
the goal of quantitatively correlating a captured video image to an arbitrary two-
dimensional concentration distribution. First, Schmidt number similitude is not
preserved between aerosol and molecular disperse contaminant systems (see
Table II). That is, aerosol systems do not, in general, accurately model the
dispersal of molecular species. Second, the time dependent nature of the aerosol
systems prevents an absolute correspondence of concentration to scattered
illumination (pixel values) for all flow regimes where theoretically predicted
solutions exist.
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APPENDIX
EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL DATA
Refractometer used to measure refractive index of fog fluid: Abbe-31 Refractometer,
prism series 549 (working range 1.30 - 1.71); Milton Roy Co., Rochester, NY
Rosco 1500 fog machine: see information following
Galvanometer/mirror: see information following
Laser: see information following
Fiber optic array: see information following
Photometer/sensor: Li-cor model LI-189 photometer, Li-cor Photometric sensor
Data translations frame grabber board: see information following
Cohu video camera: see information following
Image 1.40 image processing software: Public domain; available by anonymous file
transfer protocol (ftp) from alw.nih.gov; Written by Wayne Rasband, Research Services
Branch, National Institute of Mental Health; see information following
Sage action bubble generator: see information following
Fiber optic link: see information following
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to mak" measurements at the appropriate times during sample
present.ition. I he result analysis and printout forms are selected
on deaind. ihese commands can be made into lines and
programmes to allow long periods of unattended operation at the
users coinvenience. Additionally an EASY operation mode allows
ultra simple procedures to give standard forms of results for those.
who are urifamiliar or uncomfortable with the use of computers.
All dialoiie with the Instrument is made using the computer
keyboaid and all responses are via the screen display. The full
deslciiphon of tis dialogue is delerred to later sections.
1.3.4 The Ptinter
I he pi ruler is a separate stand alone product emulating the IBM
graphi(: printer standard. It is provided with an interface cable
for conrl.ction to the computer. The setting up and use of the
printer a r covered in a separate Printer User's Guide provided with
the orde'r
Ihr; si non will have allowed you to identify the parts of the
instruniil mat h performthe functions involved in the measurement.
You are advred 1ot to use the machine until the full Installation
oechoi i ha.; been read.
1 .4 M. '.tor imr Specification
T his speu iication covers the MasterSizer in its most basic form, i.e.
without details of the accessories. These are provided in the
Accessery Manuals when purchased. The Specification is in
several pirls, lhe first giving the basic sizing specification. The
others doiil with the ancillary information on the measurement unit.
comput er and software.
I'aqc I.';' MasterSizer
1.4.1 Particle Sizing Specifica
tize Range
45 mm range
100 mm range
300 mm range
0.1 - 600 microns in 3 ranges
0.1 - 80 pm Sizes
0.5 - 180pm Sizes
1.2 - 600 pm Sizes
NOTE: Accessories may have individual size range limits that are
More restrictive.
bynamlc Range
.800:1 maximum on a single measurement
Accuracy
+/- 2% on Volume Median Diameter (measured by an approved
technique using a diffraction reference reticule)
Measurement Data .
.31 light energy measurements from a custom design
semiconductor detector oplimised for light scattering
measurement. In addition a centre ring reading measures the
unscaltered light energy for determination of the "obscuration".
Scattering Angle Range
0.03 -50 degrees ( over the 3 ranges)
Primary Output
Relative volume size distributiori
Laser beam obscuration
Number of Size Classes
32 or 64 uniformly spaced on logarithmic plot.
Secondary Output
Relative volume concentration
Volume distribution on sieve size classes (24)
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Technical Specifications
240 volts. 35 -0r-:. 4.6 amps
(Dedicated source recommended)
Maximum Fluid Consumption
1.75 liters per hcur
og Outout
500 cu. rt. per minuze
42.5 cu. m. per minute
Particle size
0.5 - 60 microns
Warm Up Time
10 minutes (acprox.)
Weight
18.5 lbs., 8.2 kg
Dimensions
15.56" x 6.37' x 6"
(39.5 x 16.2 x 15 cm)
Power Cord:
7.5 Ft. EAC Type Female Plug
Standard Remote:
24V DC System
Volume control, momentary and on
and ready light
Cord: 25 ft. (7.62 m)
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Super~Remote (M6der1No. 150060)
-24V.Systemn- - -:~-- -
All the functions of the Standard Remote
plus a programmaoie output control.
Programmable sequencer will create
f l d4 1
(Deaicatea source recommended)
5.25 liters per hour
(88 ml. per minute)
4500 cu. rt. per minute
0.25 - 60 microns
110 minutes (approx.)
40 lbs., 18.2 kg.
24.5" x 9.0" x 9.75"
(62.2 x 22.9 x 24.8 cm)
7.5 Ft. EAC Type Plug
,24V DC System
Volume control, momentary and on
and ready lights.
Cord: 25 ft. (7.62 m)IS'uper Remote (Model No. 450060)...
24V DC System
Alt fUnctions--of theStsndrd'Rem ote
plus a programmable output control.
Programmable sequencer will create
fog at pre-set intervals and control
iModei 1300
Power Requirements
240 vo..s. 50/60Hz. 4.6 amps
(Dedicated source recommended)
Maximum Fluid Consumption
1.75 liters per hour
Fog Output
1500 cu. ft. per minute
42.5 cu. m. per minute
Particle Size
0.5 - 60 microns
Warm Up Time
10 minutes (approx.)
Weight.
18.5 lbs.. 8.2kg.
Dimensions
14.5" x 6.5" x 6.37"
(36.3 cm x 16.5 cm x 16.2 cm)
Power Cord
7.5 Ft. EAC Type Female Plug
Standard Remote
24V DC System
Momentary and on and ready lights
Cord: 25 ft. (7.62 m)
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Hose Adapter. (Model No. 854197)
Connects ducting hose to machine
Dimeniions: 4"k63/"
(10.2 x 17.14 cm)
Ducting Hose (Model No. 821760)
Lightweight flexible, aluminum foil, mylar
tcoated-hose, connectsto adaptera cr
the duratior of the burst5. ducting o fog
Hose Adaoter -, Model No. 8 54197) Co et u--n o t mci. Dmnss:4x25
Connects auctna "ose to machine Dimensions: 6" x6" (10.2 cm x 7.62 m)
Dimensions-- 4". x6..." 5.24.crn x 15,24cm) Weight 3.5.lbs.. 1.6 kg
(10.2.x 17.14 cm) -D i.: cse (Model No. 450030)Mo.
Ducting Hose Model No. 821760) Flexible, aluminum foil, mylar coated hose,
0&ve~gt4 efle, alu rrLuM.fO.dIr-ylar.- .. fcoonects~to adapterdfordcuicting of-fog:-.. .......... ~.....
coated hose, connects to adapter for Dmnin:6 5
ducting of fog:. 1(15.24 cm x 7.62.m)
Dimensions: 4" x 25'
(10.2 cm x 7.62 m)
WWeight: 3.5 lbs.. 1.6kb.
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Features
> Rugged. precision
construction
Low er cost
O Wide range of frequencies
and excursions
> Cross-axis motion better
than 10 microradians
The Series G OpticalScanners are small.
rugged and efficient
oalanometers de-
signed to deflect mirrors of
various sizes in commercial
and scientific optical equip-
ment. They are lower priced
than General Scannin2's closed
loop models, e.g. G120DT and
G325DT. since they do not in-
clude a position sensor to pro-
ide feedback for precise posi-
tioning. As such, they are in-
tended primarily as a lower
cost alternative where speed of
response or accuracy is not re-
quired or where angular posi-
tion is derived independently.
Cross-axis motion is typically
below 10 microradians. -
Typical applications include
facsimile transmissions and
optical pointing or tracking.
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Scanner selection is dictated
primarily by the inertia of the
mirror. Mirror inertia should
lie between I10 and 10 times
the armature inertia of the scan-
ner selected. The illustration
below shows the resonant fre-
quency. in terms of the mirror-
to-armature inertia ratio.
In all scanners. the mirror is
mounted on a separate mount
which is attached to the output
shaft of the scanner. Mirror
deflection is proportional to
drive current. Series G scan-
ners with mounted mirrors can
be driven sinusoidally at up to
85 % of their resonant frequen-
cy and at any amplitude up to
the rated mechanical rotation.
Using the GSI AX200 ampli-
fier. these scannners can also
be driven in sawtooth, triang-
ular or square wave at frequen-
cies up to approximately 5% of
the resonant frequency.
The back-emf can be fed
back to damp our unwanted
oscillations in transient re-
sponse (see illustration show-
ing Typical Feedback Circuit).
With a circuit of this type.
oscillations can be damped in
approximately two periods of
undamped oscillation. For ap-
plications requiring faster con-
trol of the transient response.
units with position feedback,
such as General Scanning
Models GI20DT and G325DT,
should be used.
I,
I..
I
Specificatiolls -
Model' G102 G108 G112 G115 G124 G302 G306 G310 G320 G330
Load-free. Natural Resonant Frequency. Hz 2.400 1.500 1,200 950 700 520 300 230 165 130
Mechanical Rotation. peak-to-peak 2* 8* 12*  15* 24* 2* 6* 10* 20* 30*
Armature Inertia. gm-cm' 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.017 0.017 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Torque - approximate gm-cm 80 80 75 75 70 1000 1000 950 850 750
Coil Resistance. ohms ±1 7,S 7,S 7,S 7,S 7,S 8.P 8.P 8.P &P &P
Coil Inductance. mH 5.S 5.S 5,S 5.S 5.S 30.P 30.P 30.P 30.P 30.P
Sensitivity, mA/degree 550 150 100 80 50 550 170 100 50 35
Back-emf constant mv/degree/second 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9
Ternperature Coefficient of Sensitivity . 40.06%/C -+02%C -
Linearity ' I% of peak-to-peak: or better
.Repeatability. - . . ..... .. ,..05%.of peak-to.-peak, or btter .
Hysteresis. 7 of peak-to-peak 0.7
Life. cycles 10" 10"
Weight .;. 3ounces 6... :. l ounces
Mdubting.- OnA499 inch diameter hub 4frnt hdes. /4 inch deep on
1.400 inch x 0.900 inch centers
-_ _ -_tapped 6-32 NC
Typical Mirror Sizes 7 mm diameter 26 mm diameter
NOTES: 1. All models have shielded bearings and 9 inch cable lengths 2. No mirror 3. Coil connection: S = Series P = Parallel
Series G100 Series G300
,a's3as z. 0 2..).3 5S22.23=25),
~1 -
--001 II (3056) I _
k2 21 osDIA 6:..,jt' .~ s.za
v i26321 t 4 1
~8..........
*. .l6 S-2 I FV
TYPICAL BACK EMF-'FEED8ACK- Cr.CUrr -
(c"=GENERAL SC\NNING INC.
500 Arsenal Street. PO. Box 307, Watertown. MA 02272
Speca.ons subject to change witout notc.
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Argon
Ion
Lasers
SERIES 543-
AP, MAP
Standard Features
" 9 Wavelengths Selectable
* 200mW 488nm or 514nm Multimode
" 130mW 488nm or 514nm TEMoo
" CDRH Certified
" Unear Polarized
" Low Optical Noise
e Forced Air Cooled
" TEMoo or TEMmn Beam
e Pure Une Selection
" Diagnostic Test Points
" Superior Beam Stability
" Highest Air-Cooled Power
e Most Rugged and Reliable
e Easy Wavelength Selection
e Any Operation Orientation
" Widest Environmental Range
" High Conductivity Resonator
" Digital Operating Time Meter
" Recognized by UL, CSA, and TUV
e Switching Regulator Power Supply
" Over 10,000 Hour Operating Ufetime
Optional Features
e Remote Cooling Fan Options
e Optical Table Mounting Hardware
* Remote Control Available
e Convertible to All Une Operation
543-AP
and
MAP'
Output
Power
VS.
Wave-
length
*ntermittent Operation Only
'532-MAP Output Powers are
(1.5. AP Power)
Power Specifications are typical.
not guaranteed
Omnichrome. Quality Lasers and E/O Systems
*1
I
I
PLASMA-
TUBE 543-AP TEMoo LASER OUTPUT POWER (mW)
(AMPS) 454nm 457nm 465nm 472nm 477nrr 488nm 496nm'- 502nm 514nm
4 0 0 1 0 1 7 0 0 0
6 1 3 3 2 5 30 4 0 14
8 3 11 8 7 8 70 10 3. 55
10 5 26 18 18 28 130 24 12 130
12* 8 35 26 25 35 175 32 16 180
14* 11 41 30 31 41 225 38 20 240
Series 543-AP, MAP
ConfiguraTion Drawings
~C4
II IE~'I
AC6
5772 ~ ~ ~ ~ \10. Now_________ ~ aes
COMMON SPECIFICATIONS
BEAM DIAMETER (@ 1/e2)
BEAM DIVERGENCE (FULL)"
RMS NOISE (10Hz TO 10MHz).-
OSCILLATION BANDWIDTH.
MODE SPACING (c/2L)
COHERENCE LENGTH
UNEAR POLARIZATION
MIN POLARIZATION RATIO
WARMUP TIME
RECOVERY FROM STANDBY
BEAM POINTING-STABIUTY... -
STABILITY OVER 2 HOURS
COOLING
POWER SUPPLY REQUIRED
LINE VOLTAGE (SPECIFY)
LINE FREQUENCY
SERVICE CURRENT
LASER HEAD WEIGHT
SHIPPING WEIGHT- wCABLE'
0.66 mm (TEMoo)
0.90 mm (TEMmn).
1.1 mrad (TEMoo)
2.8 mrad (TEMmn)
0.5%. -
3 GHz -
349 MHz .
10 cm
VERTICAL a 5 DEGREE
250:1
45 sec FROM COLD START
< 1 mS
< .30 microrad AFTER WNARMUP
< 0.5%
FORCED AIR COOLED
MODEL 160
200-264
47-63 Hz. -
20 Amp/ SINGLE PHASE
11.4 kq (25.-b) -
16.0 kg (35 b)
LASER UGHT-AV0C0 EVE ON SKIN
EXPsURE TO DIRECT 0 SCATTERED
LAsER LIGHT.
3W ARGON 454-514am
CLAS  LASER PR00q t
Warranty Statement
Omnichrome Argon Ion Lasers are warranted to be free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of 18
montns from date of shipment. Special OEM warranties will apply.
Omnwchromie.
13580 Fifth Street
Chino, California 91710
. Telephone 714/627-1594 
-
FAX: 714/591-8340
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:PRODUCT BULLETIN 4001
FOSTEC, INC. e 273 CENESEE STREET e AUBURN,'NY 13021 e t315) 255-2791 FAX: (315) 255-2695
Fc-r OE'. custom aolcations - -acnine vision
systems - angled lighting for robotics - metro-
logy - inspection procedures.
All fiber ootic products will transmit ght generated
from any lgit source (stroces. laser sz. rces. Xenon.
etc ) Grass 6,ers. o..e.er. v.ILL '.. T ma,-tarn
poiarizea ugnt.
89xx Fiber Optic Lightline. Black anodized alumi-
num housing. Randomized fiber guarantees
maximum uniformity over the useful length.
We usually have 3" and 10" Lightlines in stock
but you can get different lengths within 3-4
weeks.
88xx Lens Attachment for STRUCTURED LIGHT
with the 8900 Series of Lightlines. NOT de-
signed to increase light intensity, but to pro-
ject a strip of light.
Unique. built-in aperture system will produce
crisp line of light without the usual stray light.
Easily attached and adjustable. See price list
for part numbers and corresponding Lightline
reference.
Distance Approx. Line Width
At 4" 1/8"
At 8" 1/4"
At.12 - - . 3/8"
8580 Dual Lighttlne. Ideal for round objects such
as bottles to fully illuminate the area to be
inspected. Adds positioning flexibility not
availabte with Ringlight.
8584 Ouadfurcated Lightline. Consists ot two dual
Lighlines (8580) in one common end.
Color filters and. Input. Opat Diliusers. are.avalable-
for the input ends of all fiber optics to create varied
lighting effects.
Custom configurations are available on request.
Please call or FAX for quotation.
'4l5/ob , k. kK + '.
I
I
'3'
FIA 'F* I LA'
11A 41"
5'THE FOSTEC
Mf7fZ17IV -
rHE FOSTEC
frLIGHT SOURCES
- 0
L oo
RHEOSTAT* IRIS
:Lght Lamnpille Color Tema | UghtSETTING VOLTAGE Outout Increase Cecrease i Outout
10 | 20 1C.0% 5 0
9 19 992% 3C% -
8 18 80% 600% -140 I 80%
7 16 70% 2000% 1 -300*K || 70%
6 14 60%* * 55%
5 13 I 50%' * 1 40%
LIGHT OUTPUTS MEASUREO AT EXIT OF A 35" OIAMETER F BER SUNOLE
Rheostat inea suremaets are omuetit ISaw We do not
recommend usn a onn beiW #7.
PRODUCT BULLETIN 1001
FOSTEC- INC. 9 273 CENESEE STREET e AUBURN, NY 13021 e (315) 255-2791 FAX: ?315) 255'2695
150 Watt - UL Listed - Factory Guaranteed
- American Made - IR Absorbing Filter and
efficient cooling system for maximum COLD
LIGHT. Lightweight - Compact footprint -
Practical Precisely positioned lamp holder to
fully utilize individual lamp focal point and
ceam pattern.
Heavy duty aluminum housing - Can fully illu-
m:nate .60" fiber optic bundle - Easy to read
Light Intensity Dial - Thumb screw prevents
fiber bundle rotation - Low noise and minimal
vibration. 3-prong plug.
Factory installed brackets available for remote
mounting - Quartz Halogen lamps - Easily
replaced. Private labeling available for quantity
orders.
Solid State Dimmer (Rheostat)
For workplace illumination - inspection -
machine vision - when long life Is desired and
color temperature is not a prime consideration.
8100 EJA-R -Rated 40 to8O0 hours. Approx-
imately100% more intense than EKE (at
.. a.25'' diameter spot).
8150 EKE-R - Rated 200 to 2500 hours.
Iris Diaphragm (Adjustable Intensity)
Our Iris Diaphragm light sources reet Military
Standaro DOD-2000-1 B. The most critical item
in this spec is constant color temperature,
therefore a Rheostat is not acceptable.
Reduce light intensitywithopt pbanging.coIor
temperature - for color sensitive specimens -
photography.
8200 EJA-1 - Rated 40 hours. 33500K. Ap-
proximately 100% more intense than EKE
(at a .25" diameter spot).
8250 EKE-I - Rated 200 hours. 32500K.
rOsEC©@
en
IMEOSTATOA. 5e
-.
Electrical Specs: 115V. 50/60Hz, 150W, UL.
Weight: 7 pounds.
CSA listing available.
Ask about applicable requirements and cost.
u~...* 
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QuickCapture
Figure 1. QuickCapturer" (256-gray level version) is
directly supported by ColorKit"' image processing
software, for 24-bit color.
m,.snag
TABLE 1. QuickCapture'" MODELS
HARDWARE SOFTWARE
Frame
BOARD Grab Video Cable Compatible
MODELS Resolution Speed Input Assembly Exports Software
QuickCapture" 640 x 480 Real- RS-1 70 Optinl TIFF, PhotoMacN,
(Model DT2255) square-pixel: time RGB EP201 PICTD frm QuarkXPresO
& ColorKit 16.7 miior gray- C:R avaiisi e ColorKo" Pageoaker-
colors or 256 eel1; RGB; TIFF, PICT, VideoQuill"
gray levels 1 second 4 inputs DT-IRIS'",
(24-bit EPSF. RIFF
color from
QuickCapture.'
' . Application .
QuickCapture'" 640 x 480 Real-time -RS-170, Interface TIFF, Digital Darkroom'",
(Model DT2253) square-pixel; NTSC, cable PICT, ImageStudio",
64-gray CCIR, PAL; included DT-IRIS, PageMaker
levels I input EPSF, RIFF
I.
-j
Data Translation, Inc. 100 L ocke Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752.1192 USA Tel (508) 481-3700 FAX (508) 481-8620 Tix 951646
- 4-11
-wmv f 1he
10-07661-5
TIx 951646
DATA TRANSLATION'
FEAT U RES
a Frame graboer board and soitaoare series for
capturing, processing, and displaying %ideo images on
the Macintosh -It
256-grav level model bundled with optional
ColorKit software for 24-hit color operation
64-grav level model
a Single-board frame grabber boards for easy
installation
* 640 x 480 square-pixel resolution
* Continuous or freeze-frame display on Macintosh 11
monitor
I Ships with software interface for image processing
operations
: Easy, mouse-driven operation, with pull-down
menus, dialog boxes, and icons
2 Numerous selections for editing, enhancing,
processing, and analyzing images
a Optional QuickCapture'" Developer's Kit software
driver for developing custom applications
-MA
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NewModels! SCIENTIFiC REMOTE-HEADMONOCHROME CCD CAMERA
Precision Control,
RS-1 70 & CCIR Models
Re-ote--eac .onccnrc-oe CCD
Camera - 4S- 70 anc CCIR formats
The 65C' Ser as features a camera
cc- -- ::j whicn alows :ne
-a ace-a::- :an ce-o- r--'aa.og
image e-ancement anc analysis in
real time :.e iew-g :ne image on
1 e orc- - add: -1 -e standara
CC c-c. ces ax cnnecos
for macr -e vtson intertace and
reco:e :::- These -c:ude Ger-
'oc ar-c - V Drive r-cu:s and
Frarme Gracce- Pulse outouts. ous a
mon : es :c cc variec oetween !,25
or 1/30 second (standard video) and
4 seconcs.
The -: 6530 Ser es Sc:entfic
CCD Caa-=a a so features a nign sig-
na -to-nc se a: a for rorovec
dy-am o -a- anc CO% s no o.e
blemisn-'-ee image sensor. which
eliminates :ne common problem of
dead pixels
-d - -. 3 , .nu C;D can-eras. :ne
6500 Series is aesignec and manufac-
tured in :-e U S A.. arc is backed by
a full two-year warranty
A leading manufacturer of high
performance video cameras for over
40 years. COhu is based in San -
Dieco. Ca - a
INPUT/OUTPUT FEATURES
* Remote Control of integration
sens: Y-es from 1 '25 1 '3C
s -. - nc -
* Frame Grabber Pulse Outputs
* Pixel Clock Output
* Genlock or H & V Drive Inputs
* Microscopy
* Image Processing
* Medical Imaging
* Machine Vision
Pattern Recognition
Non-contact measurement
Inspec::on
* Robotics
Designed and manufactured in U.S.A.
Coliu 6500 Stries Scientific Remote-Hard tonochromepii CCD Canera
FRONT PANEL CONTROL FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Offset: Black level is manually adjustaole over a wiae range witn a
calibrated 10-turn pot. The Preset position is used 'or black !eve! reference
- Gain: Gain can be controlled manually using a 10-turn calibrated pot: gain
can also be controlled automatically. Under varying light conditions, the
wide AGC range provides.excellent control (10:1 ratio).
* Gamma: Two adjustable ranges are orovided The 0 5 to 1 0 rance
ecpans olaces anc comesses : 7nnes 'e : range ercancs
whites and compresses blacks.
Electronic Shutter: Three positions are orovided. Off. Low (1/1000
second). and High (1/2000 second). E!ectronic shutter reduces blurring of
asr moving objects and Crovices extencec ant ra-ge control
* Sharpness: An . - .inr:ar= -n:-. - . .
.nere oeter ceiniton is neecea
* Video Polarity: Selects positive or negative video for mage enhancement
n radiology and negative tranparencv acc cat:ons.
* Auto Black: On/Off selectable for contras- ennance-ent
* Gray Scale:-- Provides stairstep gray scale test pattern for montor.
alignment.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS
* Small, Lightweight Remote Imager ensures maximum application
flexibility.
* High Resolution 1/2-inch Image Sensor- 100% blemish-free.
* High Signal-to-Noise Ratio allows for full compatibility with 8-bit digitizers.
* Zero Geometric Distortion ensures precision measurement.
ELECTRONICS DiViION
1ZPECIFIC ATIO\
ENVIRON \IE.\TkL
imager
etnod
Image Area
E -x 4 8 mm (1/2-inch format)
Active Picture Elements
RS-170 Models: U .
CCIR Models: 699(H) x 576iV)
Cell Size
8.5um(H) x 19.75um(V)
Resolution
RS-170: 550 horizontal TV lnes
350 vertical TV lines
CCIR: 525 horizontal TV lines
15 vertical TV [ines
Sensitivity
-55 -acepia:e
P=ease see Table 1.
Contrast Variation
<5% overall at gamma 1. gain 0 dB
Video Output
1 C V o-p @75 ohms. unbalanced
Gamma
Continuously variable from 0.5 to 1
and from 1 to 1.5
Gain
Son seiectaoie. manuai cr
auto from 0 to 20 dB
Auto Black
Maintain set-up level at 7.5± 5 IRE
units if picture contains at least
10% black
Gray Scale
.. :- -10-srace g-_a Eca-e
reference signal for set-up
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
56 -B (RS-170), 55 dB (CCIR). at
gama 1, gain 0 dB aerture flat
5-c.' caoabiitv 'or ncoit.zaon w h
Sharpness
Offset
+5 to -85 IRE units
Synchronization
EIA RS- 170 or CCIR crvstal
13 375 MHz (CCIRi cC oCx etou:
Genlock. external sync vitn crystai
or zero crossing line:ock back-u0
(jumper selectable)
Phase aoustatle inelocK
External H & V drive
Power Requirements
RS-170:115V ac =10. 60 Hz
CCIR: 230V ac ±10*. 50 Hz
6-foot power cord
Power Consumption
low
Camera Controls
Power On/Off
LED Power ind:cator
Video Gain
Auto/Manual (Multi-Turn)
Offset
Preset:MIanuai Muiti-TUrn)
Black Level and Gray Scale
Auto/Manual/Test (Gray Scale)
Gamma
0.5 to 1. 1 to 1.5, continuous
adjustment . .
Sharpness
Co-t -cs ac:ustme-
Shutter
Off
High (1/2000 sec.)
Low (1. COsec.)
Vidreo Pona v Rp.ersal
SENSITIVITY .
With IR Filter Without IR Filter
Fuil Vi deo, No AGC 0.38 fc (3.8 lux) 0.04 Ic (0.4 ux)
Higr'. Gain, AGO On 0.032 fc (0.32 lux) 0.0034 fc (0.034 lux)
Jsa0e Picture 0010 fc (0.10 lux) 0.0012 fc (0.012 lux)
Table I Defined at 30% ideo !evel
High gain. AGC on
Ambient Temperature Limits
(14 to 122- F)
Storage: -30 to 70 'C
(-22- to 157 F)
Humidity
Vibration
5 to 60 Hz with 0.082 inch total
excursion (15 g s @ 60 Hz). From
60 to 1000 Hz. 5 g s rros random
vibration without camage
Shock
Up :o 15 g s in any axis uncer
nonoperating cncdt:ons. MIL-
E-5400T. paragraoh 3 2.24.6
Altitude
Sea level to equivalent of 10.000
feet/3.000 meters (505mm/20
inches of mercury)
MECHANICAL
Camera Control Unit
Dimensions: Please see Figure 1
- Weight: 5 pounds/2.3 kilograms
Camera Head
Dimensions: See Figure 1.
Weight: 4 ounces/1 13 grams
Cable Lenct- 15 fee:.4 6 -eters
Connectors
Video, external inputs and outputs.
camera head
AUXILLIARY CONNECTIONS
Horizontal Trigger Out
Grab Pulse Out (+)
Grab Pulse Out (-)
Clock Out (14.318 MHz RS-170,
13.375 MHz CCIR)
Integrate Period In
Vertical Trigger Out
Composite Sync In
H & V Drive In
ELECTRICAL
Introduction
anavsis. It can acquire, displav, edit, enhance, analyze, print, and animate images. It reads
and writes TIFF. PICT. and M_,Paint fles, providing compatibility with many other
Macintosh applications. including programs for scanning, processing, editing, publishb.g, and
rzayzing images. It supors - any s.anda-d inage processing functions, includmg his:zgram
equalization, contrast enhancement. density profiling, smoothing, sharpening, edge detection,
median filtering, and spatial convolution with user defined kernels up to 63x63. Image also
incorporates a Pascal-like macro programming language, providing the ability to automate
complex, and frequently repetitive, processing tasks.
Image can be used to measure the area, average density, center of gravity, and angle of
orientation of a user defined region of interest. It also performs automated particle analysis and
can be used to measure path lengths and angles. Measurement results can be printed, exported
to text files, or copied to the Clipboard. Results can be calibrated to provide real world values.
Density calibration can be done against radiation or optical density standards using any user
specified units. The user can select from any of eight different curve fitting methods for
generating calibration curves.
It provides MacPaint-like editing of color and grayscale images, including the ability to draw
lines, rectangles, ovals and text. It can flip, rotate, invert and scale selections. It supports
multiple windows and 8 levels of magnification. All editing, filtering, and measurement
functions operate at any level of magnification and are undoable. It uses digital halftoning to
print images on PostScript printers and Floyd-Steinberg dithering for printing on non-
PostScript printers.
It supports the Data Translation QuickCapture card for digitizing images using a TV camera.
Acquired images can be shading corrected and frame averaged.
Image is written using Think Pascal from Symantec Corporation, and the source code is
available. The program can be easily ported to MPW Pascal.
r System Requirements
Image requires a Macintosh with at least 2 megabytes of memory, but 4 megabytes or more are
recommended for doing animation, for simultaneously displaying more than a handful of
pictures, or for running under MultiFinder. It requires a monitor with the ability to display 256
colors or shades of gray. It also requires a floating-point coprocessor or the PseudoFPU Init,
which can emulate a missing coprocessor. Image directly supports, or is compatible with, large
monitors, flatbed scanners, film recorders, graphics tablets, PostScript laser printers, photo
typesetters, and color printers.
Acknowledgments. .-
The author wishes to thank the following individuals for their help, encouragement, and
contributions: Peter Ahrens, Joseph Ayers, Rick Chapman, Dennis Chesters, Ted Collburn,
Andras Eke, Chuck Fiori, Garth Fletcher, Tom Ford-Holevinski, Keith Gorlen, Greg Hook,
Marshal Housekeeper, Werner Klee, Cary Mariash, Kelly Martin, Reuben Mezrich, Ranney
Mize, Steve Pequigney, David Powell, Ira Rampil, Arlo Reeves, Robert Rimmer, Bob
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Handpiece ) To obtain a beam with 10 mrad hal onele divergence remove can contain-
ing the lens (L by loosening S.
2) For a diverging beam, loosen lock nut (N) and remove lens holder.
3) A separate end cap has been provided for the output end when one or
lenses are remov ed.
Sz ABC Sxy So SaA
H
Sc A LN
Kc
HL N
F-LFI Laser Fiber Illuminator
A F-Ul head-laser adapter: screws into (1-32) laser head.
Sa socket head screw: tightening screw will secure head to adapter.
so socket head screw (3): loosen screw to orient head so that ABC attenuator
0 slide switch is easily accessible.
S socket head screw (2): allows x-y adjustment of lens.
ABC Attenuate (17 dB at 488 nun and 514 rum), BlockClear slide switch: 3..position
beam attenuator. Before adjusting the slide switch, loosen the knob by turning it
counter-colckwise. Tighten to lock in place.
Sz socket head screw: This has been factory adjusted, but should correction be
necessary this allows the z-position of the fiber to be adjusted to bring the
fiber end face into the focal plane of the lens.
H 8-32 mounting hole: to mount head independently of laser.
PN H Pin fits into notch in adapter so that the head is automatically realigned if
head is removed and-then replaced.
L f focusing lens (fl: 40 mm): is fixed inside cap: remove for a collimated beam.
S ocket head-screw: secure coimnating lens*. '.*
C
C end cap
N lock nut, loosen to adjust lens holder position
P/N 14316-01 REV C
IN-2A3 HL lns holder, adjustable
Europe. ':xted Kingdom:
New.port Gm"bH \..oport Ld. 714/965-MO6
alcsrs 6 Petrboke HoUse Newport Corporation
D-6100. Dumtad1 Thompson C seN w p r
West Grmamr Harpendon. Herts. ALS 4ES, e .35L -p f
Mh-06151.26lib Ply OSW-6s9 Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Model F-LFI Laser-Fiber Illuminator
The Model F-LFI Laser-Fiber Illuminator provides a sinie method to transrort
light from a visible wavelenp:h laser to a remote or difficult to access location.
The unit consists of a 10 root :onz, armor ca;.'led riber connected between a laser
coupling head on one end and a handpiece on the other end. The cable, which
holds a 200 g m diameter plastic clad silica fiber, is held in both the coupling head
and a handpiece by unique, rugged crimp connectors that permit high power
handling capability.
To mount the coupling head simply screw the collet into the 1-32 internally
threaded bezel at the output of many lasers, or post mount the collet in front of
the laser. Then slip the coupling head into the collet, orient it for your conven-
ience, and lock it in place. The laser beam is coupled into the fiber through the
AR-coated lens in the coupling head. Fine position adjustments center the
focused beam on athe fiber, while the outer barrel rotates to position the end face
of the fiber in the focal plane of the lens. Just unlock the coupling head and slide
it out of the collet when you want direct access to the laser beam. An indexing
post automatically realigns the coupling head when you replace it in the collet. A
3-position slide bar on the coupling head can be set to block the beam, attenuate
it by 17 dB, or pass it unattenuated.
The output end of the fiber is held in a knurled 3.6" long by 0.75" diameter hand-
piece which emits a beam with a divergence of up to 47* full cone angle. Two
optics accessories are included with the illuminator. An AR-coated lens slips on
the handpiece to reduce the output divergence to 10 mrad. A second AR-coated
lens attachment provides an approximately 0.8mm diameter spot at a focal
distance of 40mm. For fixed mounting, the handpiece can be conveniently held
by the MH-1 Micro-Series Optics Mount.
The illuminator has power handling capability of several watts with a typical
coupling efficiency of 90% at wavelengths from 480 to 700 nm. Optimized per-
formance at other wavelengths is possible with a different fiber and lens coatings.
dn'a custom basis.
Coupler 1) Loosen Sa and remove collet from coupler.
2) Screw collet into laser accessory bezel (1 "-32). If there is no bezel the coupler
may be independently post-mounted by means of the size 8-32
mounting hole (H).
3) Insert coupler into collet with pin ( fitted into notch (NH
4) Secure coupler by tightening screws (S
5) Loosen screws (SO) and turn coupler so that the two S screws are easily
accessible.. -.-:.....:.-. -...-.- . -.-.-. - -.-.--.-
6) Tighten So to secure coupler.
7) Make sure that the ABC (Attenuate, Block, Clear) switch is in the Attenuate or
Clear position. Before adjusting the slide switch, loosen the knob by turning it
counter-clockwise. Tighten to lock in place.
8) Turn laser on and position the output end in front of a power meter..
9) Maximize output intensity by adjusting the x and y positions of the lens using
S and the z-position of the fiber using Sg Sz loosens the body so that it may
b lengthened by unscrewing. The z-position has been factory adjusted, so
correction should not be necessary.
(OVER)
